The ultrasonic beam features in ultrasonic and acousto-optic devices have a great impact on their characteristics and need to be studied. In the current work, a conventional optical visualization technique was extended to include spatial ltration of the light diraction pattern and stroboscopic illumination of a unit under test. That enabled very weak light responses from ultrasonic waves to be observed. This technique was applied to studying propagation and reection of ultrasonic pulses in the TeO2 crystal, a body of the total internal reection ultrasonic sensor. Analysis of visualization data has revealed an unexpected conversion of the shear horizontal wave radiated by the transducer into a longitudinal one on its normal reection from the (001) face of the crystal, which is inexplicable as far as the plane wave theory is concerned. This nding requires further research to be conrmed and explained.
Introduction
Recent researches [1, 2] show that ultrasonic beam features have a great impact on a design of ultrasonic devices including acousto-optic (AO) ones [3] . Real-time visualization of ultrasonic pulses in an anisotropic medium enables to clarify physical mechanisms governing behaviour of ultrasonic beams.
The Schlieren imaging technique is a well-known method for visualization of acoustic elds [47] . It is based on the use of light diraction caused by acoustic waves. The intensity of the diracted light depends on the value of an eective photoelastic coecient that in some cases can be equal to zero, which is considered forbidden for acousto-optic interaction. Nevertheless, a weak AO interaction near a forbidden direction was observed in experiments [8] .
The purpose of the current research is to study propagation and reection of ultrasonic pulses in the total internal reection ultrasonic sensor (TIRUS) [9] made of a TeO 2 crystal.
Unlike the case considered in [9] where the slow shear wave (SSW) was emitted into the [110] direction, in the current research it was emitted into the [001] direction (Fig. 1) . Visualization of acoustic elds in the sensor was carried out in the (110) plane, in which case the crystal should be illuminated from the forbidden direction.
Experimental technique and the sample examined
In the experiments, the shear acoustic wave polarized along the [110] direction was emitted from the top face of * corresponding author; e-mail: alexanderrff@gmail.com the crystal by a 163
• Y -cut LiNbO 3 transducer (Fig. 1 ).
An examined experimental sample of the TIRUS was If the selected acoustic wave has a high velocity, the diracted light beam is close to the incident one, so the amount of noise passing through the aperture is signicant. Thus, the aperture size determines not only an angular spectrum of acoustic waves to be mapped, but also the signal to noise ratio. In the experiments, it was improved by means of subtracting preliminary recorded images of a background from the recorded images of ultrasonic pulses. Saturation of some areas in the background image led to corresponding black areas in the resultant dierence image. As a result, a chosen exposure time had to be a compromise between an acceptable number of the underexposed details to be obtained and an acceptable size of these areas. Therefore, additional post-processing, including colorizing resultant images, was necessary.
Results
In this work we investigated reection of the SSW pulses propagating along the [001] direction in the sensor body. The shear wave transducer generated not a pure but a quasi-shear wave, therefore in the crystal not one but two acoustic modes were excited, a spurious longitudinal and a shear wave. As a result, two ultrasonic waves with dierent polarizations were emitted simultaneously ( fore it returns back to the transducer just at the moment when the shear wave pulse reaches the bottom (Fig. 4b) .
The displacement vector of the incident shear pulse lies in the bottom face of the crystal. Therefore, only a reected shear pulse has to be a result of the incident wave reection from the bottom. However, as seen in Fig. 4 , right column, a new longitudinal pulse is radiated from the bottom simultaneously with reection of the shear pulse (Fig. 4, left column Further the propagation-reection process develops as follows. The SSW pulse returns to the top transducer after 12 µs from its starting time from the transducer and re-excites it. The transducer re-emits a new pair of shear and longitudinal pulses again, which overlap with the returning ones (Fig. 4d ). All the process described repeats cyclically decaying step-by-step because the energy of the shear pulse is partly being lost on every reection from the oblique surface into the [110] direction.
Conclusions
A time gated procedure combined with the spatial ltration of the entire light diraction pattern developed for visualization of acoustic waves in crystals allows to observe and study propagation and reection of ultrasonic pulses with a high degree of accuracy and sensitivity. As a result, propagation of ultrasonic pulses could be observed from the forbidden direction and the spatial structure of the slow shear wave could be visualized.
Analysis of the visualization data has revealed an unexpected conversion of the radiated SH-wave into a longitudinal one on its reection from the (001) face of the crystal, which is inexplicable as far as the plane wave theory is concerned. This nding requires further research including both an experimental conrmation of the observed conversion and a theoretical analysis of spatial properties of the incident ultrasonic beam including calculation of its angular spectrum.
